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We are recruiting for an executive director (ED) for the Association of 
Rehabilitation Nurses (ARN). This position will join  our dynamic and growing 
environment of more than 220 staff members. 

AMC provides full-service management to 28 national and international 
organizations, representing more than 500,000 customers. We have built 
a reputation of integrity, transparency, and success by delivering quality 
services in an environment of caring and trust. We offer a full array of 
services to our clients, including executive and administrative management, 
governance, finance, advocacy, certification, sponsorship and exhibits 
management, conference management, communications and marketing, 
information systems, and public relations. 

AMC has a very special relationship with ARN. ARN joined us more than 4 
decades ago as our first client partner and remains a committed partner 
today—a fact of which we are deeply proud. 

ARN is at a unique point in its history. ARN is a mature organization with 
strong governance, volunteer resources, and many highly valued programs 
and products. Yet ARN is also in an evolving rehabilitation landscape where 
many non-nurses are doing work once done solely by rehabilitation nurses. 

During the past two years ARN has conducted significant research to 
gain insight into its environment, position, and value. Armed with a better 
understanding of the landscape and some strategies for growth, ARN is 
seeking an engaged and dynamic executive who can lead these plans. 

For nearly 45 years Association Management Center (AMC) has built a solid reputation of trust and long-term 
dedication to clients. Our talented and experienced team is truly committed to our clients’ missions, and our 
staff members take tremendous pride in helping association partners realize their goals and attain their visions.

Achieve What You Believe
IS THE PROMISE WE MAKE TO EACH OF OUR CLIENTS.

AMC knows our partners’ success 
depends on the strength of our staff.

Leading the Future 
AMC was founded on the core values of 
caring, mutual trust, and respect. AMC’s 
culture makes a difference that is far-
reaching and enduring. AMC’s Leadership 
Team guides the strategic direction of our 
company and clients. Led by CEO Scott Engle, 
the team’s members include:

• Clay Baznik, Chief Experience Officer

• Dave Bergeson, Executive Director & Vice 
President of Client Relations 

• Jeff Engle, AMC Principal

• Mark Engle, AMC Principal

• Scott Engle, Chief Executive Officer

• Vish Kalambur, Chief Information Officer

• Karen Kramer, Vice President of Human 
Relations

• John Ozga, Chief Financial Officer 

• Steve Smith, Executive Director & Vice 
President of Client Relations



ARN was formed in 1974 at a time when rehabilitation nursing was just 
becoming recognized as a nursing specialty. By 1976, ARN was formally 
recognized as a specialty nursing organization by the American Nurses 
Association (ANA). As the needs for these specialty nurses grew, ARN 
developed the Certified Rehabilitation Registered Nurse (CRRN) certification 
in 1984, and has turned over administration of the certification to the 
Rehabilitation Nursing Certification Board (RNCB), an autonomous 
component of ARN. Rehabilitation has continued to evolve over the last 40 
years along with the rest of health care, and the post-acute care rehabilitation 
setting is now served by many different types of healthcare professionals. 
More non-nurse professionals continue to enter the space, which is a 
trend that is expected to continue as an aging population will require more 
rehabilitation care. 

ARN has approximately 5,000 members who promote excellence in 
rehabilitation care. ARN is valued for its educational offerings, including 
its annual conference, its bimonthly journal Rehabilitation Nursing, and its 
certification program. 

ARN strives to provide visionary leadership that reflects the diverse interests 
and needs of its members. ARN is governed by a 9-member board of 
directors consisting of three officers and six directors. Leadership is elected 
by voting members and based on core values as identified in the recent ARN 
strategic plan. 

ARN operates under the leadership of a nine person board of directors, 16 
committees, and seven full-time staff members, including an executive 
director. ARN is financially healthy with more than $3 million in total assets 
and an operating budget of about $2.5 million. 

ARN Overview
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Products and Member 
Benefits
ARN provides rehabilitation nurses a variety 
of educational resources, including the 
following that were ranked “most valuable” 
by members in a recent survey by McKinley 
Advisors.

• The Specialty Practice of Rehabilitation 
Nursing: A Core Curriculum

• Rehabilitation Nursing (online journal with 
continuing education)

• Webinars

• Evidence‐Based Rehab Nursing: Common 
Challenges & Interventions

• Online Introduction to Rehabilitation 
Nursing Course

• CRRN Review Flashcards

• ARN CAT

• Online PRN Course

• Documentation Pocket Guide

• Rehab Nursing Concept Cards

Members cite access to ARN’s educational 
resources and developments and trends in 
the field as their top two reasons for joining. 
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Future Vision
ARN’s vision is to improve healthcare delivery through the 
integration of rehabilitation nursing concepts across the post-
acute care (PAC) continuum.

Core Organizational Values
• Leadership—ARN provides visionary leadership reflecting the

diverse interests and needs of its members.

• Professionalism—ARN practices innovation in support of
member needs and expectations. ARN upholds high ethical
standards, leads with integrity, and members are good
stewards of the association’s resources.

• Community—ARN has a diverse community of members
who value different perspectives, celebrate collective
accomplishments and enjoy opportunities to pursue
success together.

• Client Care—ARN is committed to a holistic, collaborative, and
evidence-based approach to improving care and the quality of
life for people with disabilities and chronic illnesses.

Connecting with Colleagues
ARN offers a number of vehicles to help members connect.

• ARN’s annual conference draws 600-800 attendees
each year who come together to immerse themselves in
education and connect with colleagues. The 2018 annual
meeting was successful, incorporating many new features,
including a meeting app and a virtual component. Over
95% of attendees indicated they would recommend the
conference to a colleague.

• The 2019 annual meeting will be held November 5–9 in
Columbus, OH. At this meeting, ARN will celebrate 45 years
of ARN and 35 years of the CRRN certification.

• Member Circle is an exclusive online community where
members discuss best practices and themes common to
rehabilitation nurses.

• ARN offers members an opportunity to interact with
members in their community through 38 local chapters
across the United States.

• Thirteen active special interest groups (SIGs) allow
members to delve into issues of concern with nurses who
share similar challenges and interests. SIGS meet during
the annual conference and continue conversations at local
chapter meetings and on Member Circle all year long!

Advocacy
ARN is committed to ensuring that rehabilitation nurses across 
the country are represented on Capitol Hill. ARN helps drive the 
health policy initiatives that are important to rehabilitation nurses. 

Professional Recognition
Many ARN members have already attained or are working 
toward earning their Certified Rehabilitation Registered 
Nurse (CRRN®) certification. The CRRN is accredited by the 
American Board of Nursing Specialties (ABNS) and is an 
accepted American Nursing Credentialing Center (ANCC) 
Magnet Program national certification. ARN members receive 
a substantial discount on CRRN examination application and 
renewal fees.

Strategic Initiative
In 2019 ARN is beginning a new strategic initiative, which has 
been informed by environmental scanning, surveys, focus 
groups, and discussion summits. The goal of the new initiative 
is to increase ARN’s recognition in post-acute care and further 
the organization’s reach. The initiative includes a number of 
tactics to reach new audiences, tell ARN’s story, and reach out 
to students in nursing schools to recruit to the specialty.



Strategic Direction
• With the board, establishes and implements a dynamic

strategic planning process, including regular plan updates, to
advance ARN’s vision and mission.

• With the board, creates a strong, exciting vision and mission
for ARN that will lead and inspire members, leadership,
constituents, and staff.

• With the board, sets short- and long-term organizational goals
and objectives to help achieve ARN’s mission and vision.

• Examines the external data and internal performance metrics
to evaluate the effectiveness of the strategic plan and revise
plan as necessary.

• Acts upon changes in the external environment on the
strategic planning process and re-evaluates accordingly.

Operations Management and Resource Development
• Demonstrates substantive knowledge regarding the

organization’s programs and services.
• Recommends new programs or the sunsetting of current

programs, as appropriate, to the board.
• Identifies and implements strategic partnerships with other

entities to position ARN to most effectively accomplish its
mission.

• Develops systems to facilitate adaptability and promote
innovation.

• Establishes benchmarks for continuous quality improvement
of operations.

• Creates a staffing plan to fulfill the goals and mission of ARN.
• Selects and directs senior staff and facilitates a culture to

build a strong and effective team to support the achievement
of the goals of the organization.

• Analyzes stakeholder feedback to ensure that programs, products,
and services are consistent with evolving member needs.

• Develops board policies and systems to ensure the efficiency
and effectiveness of the organization.

• Ensures corporate compliance with all legal and regulatory
requirements.

Executive Director/Board Partnership
• Develops a strong and effective working relationship and

communication process with the board, especially with the
president, president-elect, secretary/treasurer, and chair of the
Rehabilitation Nursing Certification Board (RNCB).

• Acts as a broker of ideas to facilitate dialogue among board
members to shape the future of the organization.

• Raises issues and provides adequate information on strategic
and operational matters requiring attention by the board.

• Utilizes the delegated authority to effectively manage the
organization and executes policies, plans, and priorities
established by the board.

• Complies with the American Society of Association Executive’s
Standards of Conduct to model and maintain the highest
degree of integrity and ethical behavior.

Business Planning
• Develops, recommends, and oversees organizational financial

and business planning to achieve strategic objectives.
• With our finance team, employs user-friendly systems, metrics,

and tools to monitor and manage financial performance.
• Provides clear, transparent, and accurate financial reporting to

board, staff, members, and the public to reflect the financial
health of ARN, RNCB, and Rehab Nursing Foundation.

• Recommends, implements, and manages revenue, investment,
and reserve policies to enhance and protect the financial
security and viability of ARN.

• Develops long-range funding and needs plans to ensure
adequate financial assets for the future management and
development of the organization.

• Utilizes qualitative and quantitative data to identify appropriate 
revenue-generating vehicles for accomplishing organization goals.

Membership and Marketing
• Determines the membership business model and member

value proposition for ARN to ensure alignment with the
mission and strategic goals.

• Monitors member recruitment and retention programs and
services to ensure their relevance.

• Defines the scope of the market and identifies target
segments to ensure that marketing strategies are met.

• Develops a data-driven marketing strategy to support ARN’s
position and branding, enhance membership recruitment and
retention efforts, and promote programs, products, and services.

• Identifies channels for brand expansion and awareness to
expand markets.

Attributes, Experience, and Training
• Bachelor’s degree in business or related field, Master’s a plus
• Certified Association Executive (CAE) desired
• Successful track record as an association executive
• Minimum of 5 years of experience in senior association

management
• Healthcare experience preferred
• Clear vision and strategic thinking
• Demonstrated knowledge of continuing education delivery in a

variety of formats
• Demonstrated knowledge of association certification programs
• Excellent verbal, written, and interpersonal skills
• Collaborative spirit
• Demonstrated personal credibility and integrity
• Ability to articulate a vision, create consensus, and motivate

people
• People and team leadership experience
• Experience with Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint,

Adobe Acrobat)
• Commitment to company values
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The executive director of ARN will serve as the Chief Staff Officer of ARN under 
the direction of the president and the board of directors. She/he will be an 
employee of Association Management Center and will have the full authority and 
responsibility for managing ARN and its programs within established guidelines. 
She/he will be responsible for all administrative and program responsibilities 
outlined below as well as all other duties required.



s Employee-driven initiatives
AMC engages staff from throughout the 
company in initiatives that empower them to 
improve our workplace and the services we offer 
our clients.

t Designed to foster creativity
Floor-to-ceiling whiteboards encourage brainstorming and display walls make 
it easy for AMC staff to share design visions and marketing concepts.

 Network of 
executive support
AMC’s executives regularly 
discuss issues and 
opportunities with one 
another. Any problem 
they might encounter has 
probably been successfully 
navigated by a colleague 
down the hall!

Robust technology
By using one central data management solution, AMC has created an 
efficient, integrated system for meeting registration, financial tracking, 
certification and CME, e-mail marketing, abstract collection, networking 
communities, and e-commerce.

t Giving back
AMC supports our clients’ missions not just 
through the work we do but by helping nonprofits 
associated with their fields. Among this year’s 
efforts were diaper and book collections and 
a penny war and 5K team (below) for pediatric 
patients with brain tumors.

A Look 
Inside AMC
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 Staff development
AMC staff have the opportunity to participate in 
formal and informal educational events throughout 
the year, such as those offered by our very active 
Young Professionals SIG.

 Inviting spaces
AMC’s inviting space 
impresses our clients’ boards, 
many of which we host at 
least annually. We consulted 
with our boards when planning 
our new office, and often host 
fun, team-building events 
on site, making the most of 
everyone’s valuable time.

t Collaborative environment
Our collaborative culture gets a boost from our 
physical environment with spaces throughout our 
workplace for everything from formal meetings to 
casual check-ins.

s Thought leadership
AMC’s thought leaders speak and publish on a variety of topics in the field, and our 
company often hosts educational events for the association community in our office.

t Dedicated people
Each client partner has a dedicated member 
services representative who knows the 
association in and out, ensuring calls and 
e-mails are answered promptly.

A Space That Reflects Our Culture and Clients
AMC’s modern and bright space was thoughtfully designed to inspire staff and visitors. Before we moved to this location near 
O’Hare in 2013, staff gave significant input to ensure an environment that would promote important aspects of our culture, including 
collaboration, engagement, and the warm hospitality that visiting client partners receive. Clients were top of mind when we selected 
our location and built out the conference center. 
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Our Top 5 Blog Posts 
       for Association Professionals

AMC’s popular blog offers thoughtful advice, 
progressive discussions, and timeless 
takeaways for the association community.

13

15

14

11
CAE Process Reflections 
Planning to sit for your CAE? Learn  
how to boost your chances for success.

Scrum: Build Teamwork  
and Drive Results 
AMC is successfully using Scrum  
to incorporate iterative development  
into IT projects. 

Transparency in Governance
Learn how association leaders should 
respond to requests for more openness, 
communication, and accountability from 
their board of directors.

12
Asking Team Why It “Clicks”  
Reveals Surprising Word 
Surprisingly, the success of a highly  
productive and happy team boils  
down to one thing.

5 Questions You Should Be  
Asking in Board Exit Interviews
Use times of transition and capitalize on  
a wealth of information, lessons learned,  
and opportunities for improvement. 

A Culture Dedicated to Thought 
Leadership
AMC’s staff are the best of the best in association management. Our staff’s 
passion for their professions is evidenced by their involvement in many of 
the professional organizations that lead the industry, including the American 
Society of Association Executives, Professional Convention Management 
Association, AMC Institute, Association Forum of Chicagoland, Meeting 
Professionals International, Association Media & Publishing, the American 
Marketing Association, BoardSource, International Association of Exhibitions 
and Events, Institute for Credentialing Excellence, and Certification Network 
Group. 

Chicago is home to thousands of associations, making it a rich environment 
for association management professional development. Whether it is 
sitting on a board of directors, participating in a committee, speaking, 
or writing an article on best practices, our staff are true industry thought 
leaders. In fact, we are so proud of our thought leaders, we started a blog 
in 2014 to showcase some of their contributions. Engaging in professional 
organizations allows our staff to stay abreast of best practices and future 
trends in the association industry and to develop innovative solutions to 
serve our association partners. Our staff members are also innately aware 
of the challenges volunteer leaders face because they are volunteer leaders 
themselves. 

AMC’s commitment to excellence is at the foundation of who we are, and 
we actively support and encourage our staff to gain certification in their area 
of specialty. The Certified Association Executive (CAE) credential is greatly 
respected by the association profession and 15 of our AMC leaders have 
achieved this status. The CAE is the highest professional credential in the 
association industry, and less than 5% of all association professionals have 
earned the CAE. 

One of things we are most proud of at AMC is our culture. We foster an 
environment in which all of our staff are encouraged to grow their skills 
and expertise and to grow both professionally and personally. Our staff 
engagement and passion sets us apart. Our team’s positive perceptions of 
AMC helped us earn a spot on the list of Best Places to Work in Illinois four 
times in the past 6 years. Our Gallup Q12 Employee Engagement Survey 
results put us in the 80th percentile.
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